Sixteen sculptures by regional artists placed throughout historic Chelsea, MI. Exhibition runs from June 2021 to May 2022

All sculptures available for sale, contact VisualArts@ChelseaFestivals.com for inquiries

Artist statements and more info can be found @ ChelseaFestivals.com/SculptureWalk

“Broken Dreams”
Dave Tonegatto
Steel

“Harp #1”
R. Mike Sohikian
Steel

“Summerscape”
Robert Georgic
Steel

“March to the Sea”
James Havens
Bronze

“Snakes and Ladders #2”
David Petrakovitz
Steel

“Trio”
Brian Ferriby
Steel

“Jack”
Jeffrey Bohl
Bronze

“Contagious”
Todd Kime
Steel
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Annual outdoor sculpture exhibition placed throughout Chelsea, MI

**JUNE 2021 - MAY 2022**

Chelsea Area Festivals & Events is a not-for-profit organization that enriches Chelsea, and the surrounding communities, by promoting the presentation of and participation in quality performing and visual arts throughout the year.

This activity is supported by the Michigan Council for Arts and Cultural Affairs, administered by Creative Washtenaw.